FESTIVE SEASON POINTERS

ENERGY SAVERS TIPS
Here are a few tips to help you save some energy
and money!!
 Heating

System Control: Use time
temperature control (savings of 10%).

&

 Transport: Change your car filters (air, fuel &

How to stay safe and keep your energy bills
down over the Christmas:
Do not overload electrical sockets. Switch
off sockets and extension leads when they
are not in use.

oil) regularly. Blocked filters add over 10% to
your fuel consumption.

Do not leave indoor or outdoor lighting on
all night since it is unsafe and costly.

 Renewables: Store your timber fuel in
shed/garage to keep it dry (<35% moisture).

Consider using some outdoor solar lighting
for your house and garden.
Be prepared for freezing temperatures;
insulate your attic and pipes to prevent
frozen pipes.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS

Park your car in a garage if possible to
avoid the need to run the car to defrost the
windscreen, etc. Check that there is
sufficient anti-freeze in your car also.

Help the environment
this Christmas.

Shop Around: The cost of fuel can vary by
as much as 20% from filling station to filling
station.

Under €10: Thermal clothing, underdoor
draught excluders, draught excluder self
adhesive tape, energy saving thermometer,
heating pads.
Under €50: Plug in electricity monitor, hot
water cyclinder jacket, radiator heat reflector
foil, outdoor solar lights, solar radio or battery
charger, remote control socket switches & LED
lights, oil tank gauge, plug in thermostat.

Check on elderly neighbours if you can to
ensure they are safe and warm enough.

Have a Safe & Happy Christmas
From the Limerick Clare Energy Agency!

Under €100: Wireless electricity monitor,
wireless oil tank gauge & alarm.
Over €100: Household appliances with A or A+
energy label, battery charging power station.

UNITED NATIONS
FRAMEWORK CONVENTION on CLIMATE CHANGE

COP 21 November 30th – December 11th
Climate delegates from 195 nations agree draft deal text to curb global carbon emissions. It is hoped
that a deal can be reached to cap global warming at 2.0° Celsius or below by 2100.
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